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Recognise where
this picture of
Gloucester’s

Hidden Heritage
was taken? Send
your answers to
citizen.news@

glosmedia.co.uk

Yesterday’s
answer

Sainsbury’s mural,
Hare Lane

Big Issue
By Marvin Phythian, a hypnotherapist and

weight-loss psychologist based at the
Best Self weight loss clinic in Leicester

Shedding
weight in
the mind
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Good start using mind over matter
EARLIER this week, Susan Jane Smith told
The Citizen that she was writing to David
Cameron to ask him to fund research into
hypnotic gastric bands.
The 63-year-old from Ellwood, near
Coleford, is trying the technique after

AS a qualified hypnother-
apist, I see lots of
patients coming to my
clinic with weight issues.
Obesity is on the rise for a

number of reasons which
centre around poor diet, lack
of exercise and over eating.
More and more patients are

coming to me for help, having
tried every diet trick in the
book.
Many may have lost weight

in the past, only to pile twice
as much on at a later date.

Most of these diets are
designed for headline-grabbing
rapid weight loss, but in the
long run are unsustainable.
However, done properly, gast-

ric band hypnotherapy is
intended to tackle the root
cause of over eating.
Food can act as the ultimate

comforter and we tend to reach
out to so-called treats when we
are not fully in control of our
thought processes, such as that
glass of wine at the end of a
stressful day or the picking of
food when preparing a meal.

realise is that surgery can be
life-threatening – around one
in 2,000 die on the operating
table and the majority of oth-
ers live a life of unwanted side
effects, such as daily nausea
and acid reflux.
Nor is it an easy fix, with

patients having to limit every
mouthful.
Many people are sceptical

about hypnotherapy, but in
reality it’s straightforward.
When patients are in a

relaxed state of hypnosis they
are more likely to take on
board suggestions which
become part of their everyday
psyche, simple acts such as
putting less food on their
plate.
More and more doctors are

referring people for this tech-
nique because they are seeing
the benefits firsthand.
Moreover, it comes at a frac-
tion of the cost of surgery and
puts less strain on the NHS.
Those who achieve perman-

ent weight loss have one thing
in common – a strong weight
loss psychology.
My clients have been let

down by gimmicky weight loss
fads. We pride ourselves in
offering no point counting, no
shakes, and no expensive diet
food.
And because not everyone

can make it to a practice, I
have also developed an online
product that offers everything
available at the clinic.
Visit www.neurogastric

band.com.

battling with her weight all her life.
Her mind is now convinced that she has
undergone surgery to reduce the capacity
of her stomach.
“I’ve been using it for almost a week now
and it works beautifully,” she said.

To take control of your
weight takes mental strength.
My most successful patients

are those who let go of their
reliance on fad diets and learn
to strengthen their inner psy-
chology.
Called the Neuro Gastric

Band, the programme I have
devised at my clinic offers psy-
chological strengthening

exercises to help people feel
valued, prevent bad eating
habits, say no to temptation
and believe that they have a
gastric band-sized stomach.
Under hypnosis, the opera-

tion takes your mind through
each step of a gastric band
operation, the sounds and
smells of the operating room
and the belief that you have an

actual surgical gastric band so
that you can’t eat more than
small portions of food.
It’s already being used as an

alternative to gastric band sur-
gery and now, through my
online programme, has the
unique advantage of being a
course you can do in the com-
fort of your own home.
What many people don’t

TENACIOUS walkers are
being sought for an
overnight endurance chal-
lenge.
Children’s charity

Action Medical Research
is looking for teams to join
the Cotswold PLOD on
June 7.
The tough, all-night trek

sets out from Dursley and
teams will need to navig-
ate a 40-mile route along
the Cotswold Way using
head torches.
As day breaks they will

be rewarded with breath-
taking views and stunning
scenery.
Participants will also

need to use teamwork,
strategy and intelligence
to gain bonus points for
completing additional
challenges along the way.
To take part in the Cots-

wold PLOD, you will need
a team of four walkers and
a support driver, plus
vehicle.
Register for one of the

limited number of places
at www.plod.org.uk/cots-
wold.

Charity hunts
for walkers
to tackle test
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What do you think?
Have your say

■ NEW APPROACH: Marvin Phythian in his clinic. Our story about Susan Jane Smith on Tuesday.


